On April 29, 1992, a jury acquitted four LAPD officers of all charges stemming from the filmed beating of Rodney King. Following the verdict, Los Angeles erupted into nearly a week of unprecedented civil unrest.

While these events shook the entire city, they disproportionately impacted African American, Korean American, and Latino communities. Although commonly referred to as the “Los Angeles Riots,” this period is also remembered as the Los Angeles Uprisings and Sa-I-Gu (literally “April 29” in Korean).

Please join us as we examine this historic event from multiple perspectives. Discussions will include community retrospectives, contemporary analyses, and forward-thinking dialogue that contemplates the future of Los Angeles.

This event will be live streaming on our BruinX YouTube channel at: goo.gl/TSlftP

Friday, April 28, 2017
11:00 am - 9:00 pm
Luskin Conference Center
425 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90095

11 am – 5:15 pm
Panels, Keynote, and CrossCheck Live
5:30 pm – 6:30 pm
Book Signings
6:30 pm – 7:15 pm
Reception
7:15 pm – 9 pm
Embrace Unity Dinner

equity.ucla.edu/events/429lauprisings25

#LA429Uprising25
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